Marketing & Publicity Templates and Guide Information
Advertising On Facebook
The main advantage of Facebook advertising is the ability to directly target a demographic based on
interests, likes, gender and location at a comparatively reasonable price.
However, it does mean you need to do more work to make it more effective and remember you are
only reaching people who engage with FB and while FB usage figures are high, if you don’t think your
demographic engages with it and will take note of advertising, then it may not be that effective.
Facebook Ad template:
Headline: Attention getting; This should identify who you want to attract.
Web link to subject/sales page not home page.

Attention getting image.
60% of the reason why a person will
click through is because of this
image.

Conversational yet
sales orientated text
and details telling
customers WIIFM

Web link to subject/sales page avoid a generic homepage

Ac#on Bu)ons & Call to Ac#on

Or
Headline: Attention getting; This should identify who you want to attract.
attach talking to

Attention getting image.

60% of the reason why a person will click through is because of this image.

Conversational, sales orientated text & details telling customers WIIFM
Web link to subject/sales page avoid a generic homepage

Ac#on Bu)ons & Call to Ac#on
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Three positive examples…

and then there’s some that could have done better…

Tips
•

Use ‘Ethical Bribe’ to get people to your ‘sales funnel’ (selling environment) This could mean
you simply want contact details so you ‘bribe’ with a competition or giveaway in exchange
for email address. That address goes to database for a direct sales pitch via eDM. (database
and eDM’s being elements in the sales funnel)

•

Track your ad’s progress through FB Ads Manager. This is an up to date snapshot on how
your ad is tracking. If results are disappointing you may need to change the ad or increase
the reach. If it’s successful that too could be a sign to increase the spend as it is working so a
greater reach could increase that success.

•

Spend ‘smallish’ to do research. You can set aside $5 to $10 per day and after 3 or 5 days
assess how the campaign is going. If your clicks aren’t happening, or once people reach the
page you want them to go to and around 10% of them aren’t doing what you want, you are
probably not getting value for money.
Remember, as a measure of success, in real terms the more clicks the less the price is for the
next click and so on. In other words, it will cost you less per person to reach more people.

•

In smaller markets refresh your ad around every two to three weeks. Demographically, be
broad in your approach and choose an area that’s at least a 20-30km radius from your
venue.
There is more detail on Facebook Advertising courtesy of the FB site.
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Facebook Page
Logo (Profile image)
180x180 pixels

Cover Photo
851 x 315 pixels- This image can’t contain contact details,
prices, are commercial ‘calls to action’.
What’s the difference between a FB Page and
Website?
The main difference is how you use them. A FB
Page is your immediate ‘dialogue’ with your
audience. On-going engagement, quick
communication, basically being a helpful
friend with suggestions on being entertained
and informed. While it is important to put
some basic details about the PAC on the page,
even a calendar can be handy, it is important
to put a link back to the PAC website which
should have any added detail a person
requires and the ability to sell a ticket.

Tips
Both a FB page and Website should be promoting the use of each other.
The main website is your digital ‘shopfront’ – showcasing what’s on offer, being the gateway to sales,
encouraging people to buy tickets, giving valuable info re times, parking etc. and encouraging further
engagement by becoming social media friends.
Remember to read the business guidelines when setting up the page as there are several rules to follow.
If you have everything else working well, you could look at promoting exclusive content just to Facebook.
This can act as a driver to keep people coming back and or liking something they can only see on your Facebook
page.
For example, if you have a comedian coming to the venue you could ask her or him to record three separate
jokes on video. Then in the lead up to that show over two weeks, post the Facebook exclusive joke.
Don’t take too long to respond to respond to a comment. You are trying to promote within a social tool that is a
digital conversation- so we want people who bother to engage to feel important and listened to. This achieved by
responding as quickly as possible. Respond

in hours not days!

If possible minutes is a better response time that hours. This becomes very important if you are dealing with
negative comment which left unchecked will cause negative impacts, which are very hard to reverse, days later.
So, recapping, FB and other social media tools are typically less expensive and more targeted than most
‘traditional media’ but while there are cash savings on one hand it does require more time expenditure and
more constant ‘hands on’ work to make the most of it.
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Tips for Better Results
Include a call to action. – These things are liking or sharing a post. Liking a picture or video and
sharing it. Commenting on what you’ve posted. Enter a competition.
If you clearly ask for action to be taken you increase your chances by a factor of 5 that a person will
take action. Don’t leave it to chance!
Be a person not a place! The language and approach when communicating on FB. It is a social
platform where people are chatting, sharing pics etc. so we need to fit the profile, otherwise we
won’t ‘fit in’! Write in the first person…you can say “we”
Look at Facebook Events. These could be special offers or VIP opening night events or Meet and
Greets etc. If you issue the invite and a person accepts, then that acceptance to an event then turns
up on that person’s friends feeds as well…encouraging their interest in the event etc.
Post regularly…but not too often! There’s a bit of debate around this aspect but current thinking is
around 5 posts a week is comfortable but up to 10 is acceptable if you are running a competition
with a countdown of you have several events playing that week.
Be guided by having something to say, that will be of interest to your fans and naturally helps
achieve sales or interest in a show etc.
Free Stuff. A great way to engage is offer your fans a reason to look at your posts and engage. So
that’s where competitions, offers, etc. come in to play. Free stuff can also be content (video, pics,
audio) quick quiz, (especially if you have a big name performing coming to town- runs a comp on
name their hit songs etc.)
Length Does Count. While it’s good to mix up the size of your posts, to keep things interesting FB
page is not the best spot for too many details (website is better) – a good, punchy post should be
around 80-100 characters (2/3 lines) This allows for an easy read on a smart phone.
Seek Fan Feedback. This can be inexpensive research into what your fans think and want to see as
well as a way to engage…encouraging them to have a say. If they say something negative, be quick
to respond to placate and show others you care. If they write something obscene or libellous
remove it quickly and if they write something positive, be quick to say thanks or acknowledge the
suggestion as something you will do something about.
Pick your time. When is you target audience likely to be engaging with FB. If you can pick the best
time then your post will be higher on their feed, when they are checking it. Typically, weekends are
good and there’s usually a spike at night. Your FB tools should be able to help you get some insight
into when your Fans are looking. There are software packages you can get that help you schedule
your social media post times so you can schedule them during business hours and the posts then go
live at night.
Use emoticons when appropriate. Don’t overuse them as that looks silly but they are an accepted
part of the language and can quickly convey a message or sentiment and add a human touch.
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Instagram.
Attention getting picture that
• draws the eye
• creates positive emotional reaction
• says something about what’s being sold.
Call to action. This facilitates what we want the person to do. ‘Learn More’ will
go to a landing page where the person can download a season brochure, enter a
completion, join the database etc. You can offer a direct download of the
brochure etc.

Who ?
Only mins
from home.
LEARN MORE
See who’s ‘stepping up to the mic’
@ #TheAlex in 2018. Get first dibs on best
seats and ticket deals. Get in early on great
times with friends or a special someone.

The pitch. This needs to be conversational and really hit ‘WIIFM’ for the person
looking at it. In this case the text is offering• knowledge of what’s coming,
• best seats,
• saving money.
• fun times with people we care about.

Action Buttons- We want people to like, comment or forward this item. It helps if the pitch ‘suggests’ pressing
an Action Button. (EG in this example the suggestion about great times with friends, hopefully prompts the
person to share it with someone else they go out with.)
Execution Steps.
1. Think. Take a moment to define the clear goal you want to achieve. With goals identified
then structure every aspect in your ad to deliver that goal.
2. Decide. Considering budget, expertise & time constraints, pick which style of Instagram ad
suits. Photo, Video or Carousel Ads are the main types. Instagram offers tools to help create
and target your ads (EG: boomerang app or Advert in Stories).
a. Photo is the quickest to produce, once you have a great picture to use;
b. Carousel is a series of shots, that run in succession, so it’s a little story, like 3 or 4
Photo adds in the one space. Can be more engaging than a photo.
c. Video is short A/V production, that might require editing etc.
3. Include. #hashtags in your pitch text or in your photo. Probably no more than 3 per ad is
good. They help to direct, collect and can see your ad inserted in popular (relevant) feeds.
Avoid political # as you will alienate some people you are trying to reach.
4. Monitor. Using the Instagram tools available and the level of actual action being taken by
the people you are appealing to, keep an eye on your results, if engagement is weak, then
you need to adjust the ad.
Tips:
•
•
•

Become familiar with the tools and support offered by platforms. They are the gateway to
inexpensive ‘do it yourself’ advertising.
Check out ads that work for other similar business, dissect the elements and then use the
knowledge to improve your take on your ads.
Consider employing a professional digital marketer or designer to create some designs that
can be used repeatedly with just a photo and the pitch text being updated. EG: You could
produce a graphic that includes your logo at the top and text slash saying ‘This month at (the
venue) Laugh!’ – then you insert pic of comedy shows. You could prepare the same style for
‘Dance’, ‘Sing’, ‘Gasp’, ‘Be Moved’, ‘Be Inspired’- most of the shows you present will fit into
one of these categories and you could use these for many shows throughout the year.
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Twitter
The Pitch. Conversational and hit ‘WIIFM’ for the
person looking at it. In this case the text is offering• knowledge of what’s coming,
• best seats,
• saving money.
• fun times with people we care about.

Alex Theatre StK @alextheatre- 12 Nov 2017
See who’s ‘at the mic’ in 2018. Get first dibs on best seats, ticket deals.
Get in early on great times with friends or a special someone.

Who?
and only mins
from home…

Attention Getting Picture that draws the eye creates
positive emotional reaction
says something about what’s being sold.

Free 2018 Season Brochure
alextheatrestk.com

Action Buttons- We want people to like,
comment or forward this tweet. It helps
if the pitch ‘suggests’ pressing an Action
Button. (EG the suggestion about great
times with friends, hopefully prompts
the person to share it with others).
Tips:
•

Call to Action. This facilitates what we want the
person to do. ‘Learn More’ will go to a landing page
where the person can download a season brochure,
enter a completion, join the database etc. You can
offer a direct download of the brochure etc.

Become familiar with the tools and support offered by Twitter. They are the gateway to
inexpensive ‘do it yourself’ advertising but do require on going time commitment.
Check out ads that work for other similar business, dissect the elements and then use the
knowledge to improve your take on your ads.
Support the ad with regular conversational tweets about a show bumping in or re-tweet a
comment from an artist etc. and include a # to the show that’s relevant and/or the 2018
brochure etc.

•
•

Effective Tweets Elements
Three important points about tweets

Tweets need to spark people’s interest
or tell them something. They make
sense or tease to want to know more.
Due to the limitations of a Tweet use a
# hashtag or a url to point to more
information.
Make sure the tone suits the topic and
is posted at the best time for your
audience to read it and take action.

Engaging/Informs
Directs to more
Tone/Timely

X
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Top Three Social Media Outlets
Twitter

Instagram

Younger demographic.
Short messages & vision.
Tone: ‘Cut to the chase’
X

140 characters only.

Facebook

Broad demo esp 35+
Younger-mid demo.
Visual still/GIFF + caption Text, stills and video links
Tone: Conversational
Tone: Fun almost jokey.
Family/friends
Caption 2200 characters

But wait, there’s more…
There are more social media options available, especially via Google Ad
Words, Pinterest and You Tube. All follow the same basic rules of marketing
as outlined above and are helpful in setting up and monitoring a campaign,
but each have slightly different processes attached. If possible it is of value
to do some research to see which channel works best for you.
This research is a process you should revisit, at least annually, as social
media platforms are improving their offerings all the time and some grow in
number in certain demographics while others fall. It is helpful to keep
abreast of these trends and use them to your advantage.

Use of Colour.
In using social media, the use of colour in
images, background and text can be very
important when trying to convey a ‘feeling’ in
the reader. Here’s a chart that gives a guide
into what kind of feeling a colour can create.
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Radio Ad
V/O
Sound FX/ music sting that grabs
attention and makes the ad sound
different to all the other in the radio
break.
If there’s a famous person involved
have then intro themselves, saying
their name should be an attention
getting element.

Attention getting first sentence that
targets the audience that we want.
This can be a question. A clear
statement of the motivating factors
we think will make the audience
respond.

(SFX 2 sec) Creepy/Horror music/coffin creaking open
sound.
V/O
(Male Voice)

He’s out and on the loose. Dracula is heading to St
Kilda.
Experience this new and chilling retelling of Bram
Stokers classic tale of love, lust and blood.
The critics are raving-

Detail about the event/product we
are promoting. Localise if possible.

(Voice 2 Female)
Five Stars said Arts Hub
The hottest stage tickets of 2017
The Sydney Morning Herald
You simply must see it- The Courier Mail

Call to action and quick description of
how to execute the call to action.

(Male Voice)
Dracula at The Alex Theatre November 21-25
Book now through Ticketek

________________________________________________________________________________
Tips.
•
•
•
•

Work with radio station teams to create ads. Sometimes they just want to churn out a script
but try to push for something better if you think what they give is ‘bog standard’.
Typically, ads are 30 sec long. We speak at three words per second, so that means a typical
ad is 90 words MAX. Less words allow for more music/sfx.
Use 15sec ads. Usually they are cheaper and can give you more coverage. A mix of 30sec and
15sec can be effective.
Do deals with radio stations. Seek bonus spots and enhance coverage with competitions.
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Print Ad
Key elements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attention getting image and/or design layout.
Name of the show.
Why ‘you’ should see it.
When is it on.
Where is it on.
How do I get tickets/more info?

Name of the show.

Attention getting image
and/or design layout
Arts Hub

Nov
21-25

“You simply must see it”
The Courier Mail

When is it on

“The ho1est stage 4ckets of 2017”
The Sydney Morning Herald

Where is it on.

How do I get tickets/more info?

Why ‘you’ should see it.

Tips;
Do more than just say the show is on and rely on the image alone to all
the ‘heavy lifting’. (no selling text in version on left)
Use emotion triggers (e.g.; confidence through reviews) to get people
interested in the show and then responding to your ‘call to action’.
Combine advertising spend with editorial content. (Advertorial). Don’t run the ad and the article
together, space them out over two of three weeks. This will require negotiation with local media.
Print ads can sometimes replicate social media material- providing a consistency in messaging.
Seek to deals with local media, they should be willing to discuss either upgrades in size etc.
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THE ALEX THEATRE
ST KILDA

eDM

VISA ENTERTAINMENT
Option for inclusion in aggregate eDMs such as Visa Entertainment monthly E-News (pending
Specific
ElementsspecialHighlight
offer). The Visa
Entertainment
email database has over 1.4 million active members
nationally, whereby eDMs are targeted to members within this database.

Tips
Do more than just say the show is on and rely on the image alone to all the ‘heavy lifting’.
Use emotion triggers (e.g.; confidence through reviews) to get people interested in the show and then
responding to your ‘call to action’.
Make this fun and engaging.
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Venue Brochures
Don’t just tell...SELL.
If possible use show reviews, artist reviews or some exciting element to inspire interest to sell a
ticket and make that a major graphic element on a page.
Keep the information/detail brief and to the point.

Tips
•
•

A>en&on ge?ng pictures are crucial.
rd
Use selling lines (like 3 party quotes) to excite. Reviews from local media can be helpful if
the act has been in town before.

•

Don’t rely on the text supplied by the producer. Some&mes it’s too general.

•

Localise your text, men&on previous visits to the venue. Perhaps get quotes from the ar&st
involved.
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Media Release

Place logo here

(insert date)
Write headline here - Short, attention getting sentence drawing attention to the story. Font
size is larger than the rest of the document

Write two or three short sentences setting up the story. Use conversational style language
similar to mediaspeak, highlighting why this story is of interest to the audience.

Write one or two attention getting quotes from a person of interest re the story and
audience. The quotes should be no longer than 25-30 words in length. They should be
entertaining and serve the purpose of the media release.

Write two or three short sentences further developing the story. Use conversational style
(mediaspeak), highlighting why this story is of interest to the audience. You can introduce
another person's quotes or set up more quotes from same person.

Write one or two additional, attention getting quotes from a person of interest re the story
and audience. The quotes should be no longer than 25-30 words in length. They should be
entertaining and serve the purpose of the media release.

Write two or three short sentences rounding off the story. Typically the audience should be
now very intereested in seeing the show, attendng, joining (desired outcome).

Information List- In dot-point form list important details EG date/time of show; contact
details; address; relevent facts not canvassed in the document.

Media Contact details; Invitation for further interviews with person of interest in story; List
and acknowledgement of pictures supplied.

